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The NAIA Champions of Character

initiative will create an environment in
which every student-athlete, coach, official

and spectator is committed through
respect, integrity, responsibility, servant

leadership and sportsmanship.

A review of the NAIA history, regarding
sport and higher education, quickly reveals
numerous consistencies-the dedication to
academic achievement along with athletic
excellence and trail blazing equal
opportunities for all students. Above all,
there is an expectation of ethical behavior,
a commitment to scholarship,
sportsmanship and leadership.

The National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA) has a history of taking
on social issues and providing an
alternative path for those involved in
athletic competition. Throughout its
history, the NAIA has approached sport as
a powerful tool for developing character.
The arena of athletic competition
continues to become an imitated model for
society. The NAIA sees the present culture
of sports as an opportunity to bring more
formal emphasis on character development
on every level using sports as a
centerpiece. This commitment has led to
the creation of the Champions of
Character initiative.

The NAIA Champions of Character
initiative is designed to assist those
influenced by sports programs to know the
right thing, do the right thing and value the
right thing in all areas of life. It is the
intent of this program to have NAIA
student-athletes exhibit exemplary
character and sportsmanship. It will go
beyond hopes and mission statement and
become, “this is what we truly believe, so
this is what you will see.” The NAIA
coaches, athletes and fans will walk their
walk, and then pass the torch to the next
generation of athletes by demonstrating
and teaching this level of dedication,
and cooperation to the youth in our
communities as they compete in athletics
and life.

Champions of Character is focused on the
development of five core values-respect,
responsibility, integrity,
servant leadership and sportsmanship with-
in and outside the ranks of the
NAIA. The goal of the program is to
develop young people with good
character and positive habits.
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Overview 

 

This booklet is designed for coaches who want to incorporate lessons of 

character into their daily practice plans. Coaches can take the character 

lessons into as much depth as the age of their teams and time allow. Part of 

every team’s practice should include how to become an athlete of character. 

Character can be taught, learned and improved at almost any age. Coaches 

need to identify the level of lessons that best fit their age group. The lessons 

are based on the five core values of the NAIA Champions of Character 

program. Each trait is divided into sections: (1) definition – teach one 

sentence or one concept at a time, (2) choices to which the athlete can 

commit, and (3) questions for the athlete or team to discuss.  

 

Coaches need to make their expectations and values clear. Articulate, 

teach, practice, model and praise these values on a daily basis in order to 

provide an experience where athletes can learn and demonstrate exactly what 

it means to be an athlete and a person of character.  

 

Young athletes should be able to learn and demonstrate how to: 

 

• Be reliable when it comes to listening, being on time and staying focused 

• Take correction without excuses or blame 

• Keep promises and finish what they start 

• Understand that temper is not part of playing or being a competitor 

• Tell the truth and play within the rules and the spirit of the game 

• Help others 

• Win with humility and lose with dignity 

• Understand the value of rules 

• Be part of a team and not always look to get their own way 

• Develop leadership skills 

• Attribute all of these lessons with the appropriate values and be people of 

character 

  

The primary purpose of coaching young athletes is to use sport to teach 

them to become better people. Viewing coaching as an opportunity to hold 

our athletes to the highest possible behavioral standards is what gives the 

profession eternal value. It is not a choice for coaches who care. Players will 

not come to the coach with all these attributes in place, but every child has the 

capacity to learn and be good. Athletics offer one of the best chances outside 

the family for young people to learn respect, responsibility, integrity, servant 

leadership and sportsmanship. 
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The following pages offer examples of character for young athletes from each 

of the NAIA five core values: 

 

Respect – Learning to work and develop the right kind of confidence 

Responsibility – Learning to be accountable and disciplined 

Integrity – Learning to do what is right 

Servant Leadership – Learning to become a team player and leader 

Sportsmanship – Learning to respect the spirit of the game 

 

 

 

CORE VALUE – RESPECT 

 

Work Habits 

 

PREGAME 

An athlete demonstrates respect by developing consistent work habits. 

One of the most important life lessons that athletes can learn from sports 

participation is the ability to work. An athlete, who can learn to focus and 

perform the physical and mental work necessary to be successful, can carry it 

over into the classroom and eventually to his or her profession. Good work 

habits begin with initiative are reinforced by success, and build true 

confidence based on preparation. Work builds the reputation for responsibility 

and accountability, and is sincerely appreciated by teammates. Like other 

character traits, it becomes who you are (a good and dependable worker), and 

proudly spreads to the entire team. Reliable work habits foster deep and 

lasting friendship, loyalty, respect and love.  

 

GAME TIME 

As an athlete with initiative, I can choose to: 

 

Beginning Athlete: 

• Finish what I start 

• Be a self starter 

• Keep my promises 

• Not put things off 

• Be eager to learn 

 

Intermediate Athlete: 

• Do what is needed and look for things that need to get done without being 

asked  

• See what needs to get done for the team to improve, and do it correctly to 

the best of my ability and without being watched 

• Pay attention to detail 
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• Do my work ahead of time  

• Seek extra help after practice 

• Try to make things right when they are wrong  

• Follow an improvement plan or path 

 

Advanced Athlete: 

• Do what is right before I have to be told 

• Continually look for ways to improve my character and my team  

• Work without supervision, and get just as much done as if I was being 

watched 

• Be able to teach others what it means to have initiative and good work 

habits 

 

GAME TIME 

As an athlete who wants to model good work habits, I can choose to: 

 

Beginning Athlete: 

• Focus for an entire practice without distraction 

• Work everyday, even though I may not be playing, so I can be ready 

when the team needs me 

 

Intermediate Athlete: 

• Submit myself to hard physical work 

• Be enthusiastic and put my heart in my work 

• Understand skills and strategies the first time, or ask for help or extra 

repetitions 

• Know my duties and complete them without having to be reminded 

• Always look for a chance or way to improve 

• Plan my work and pay attention to details 

• Be part of the solution to each problem 

 

Advanced Athlete:  

• Be able to teach others what it means to have good work habits 

 

POST GAME 

Questions and challenges for the athlete who wants to have good WORK 

HABITS: 

 

1. Rate yourself as a practice player. 

 

2. Name the hardest workers on your team – who is the hardest worker you 

have ever seen? 

 

3. What are your commitments to the work habits of the team? 
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4. What are the work habit covenants of your team? 

 

5. Do you have any work habit traditions? 

 

6. Work habits allow a person to be trusted – do you want to be trusted? 

 

7. Having good work habits will increase respect and can increase 

expectations. Do you want people to have high expectations for you? Do 

you want increased responsibility? 

 

“Champions do not become champions when they win the event, but 

in the hours, weeks, months and years they spend preparing for it.” 

T. Alan Armstrong 

 

Confidence 

PREGAME 

An athlete demonstrates respect by understanding and modeling true 

confidence. True confidence never should be confused with arrogance or 

boisterous behavior. Athletic confidence is more likely to be a quiet 

confidence, based on preparation that allows the player to concentrate and 

visualize a positive effort. Coaches need to break down the images of athletes 

displaying arrogance seen on TV and described as confident. Don’t confuse 

confidence with self-centeredness or bragging. Athletes with quiet, inner 

confidence know they will perform well based on how they have practiced. 

They are comfortable with whatever the game will bring them. By basing 

their confidence on preparation, they are ready for anything that may happen, 

and they have a “relaxed-aggressive attitude” toward competition, knowing 

they are emotionally, physically and mentally ready to perform well.  

When asked how they will do in a game, a person who has false 

confidence responds, “we will win,” or “we will pound them.” When asked 

the same question, an athlete with true confidence says, “we have prepared 

well” and because their words are sincere and based on factual information, 

these athletes are encouragers who are able to inspire true confidence in 

teammates.  

 

GAME TIME 

As a confident athlete, I can choose to: 

 

Beginning Athlete: 

• Not draw attention to myself 

• Be silent with my boasts 
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Intermediate Athlete: 

• Let my actions speak for my ability 

• Base my confidence on preparation 

 

Advanced Athlete: 

• Be able to teach others what it means to be confident 

 

POST GAME 

Questions and challenges for the athlete that wants to have true 

CONFIDENCE: 

 

1. How do you act when you win? 

 

2. How do you act when you lose? 

 

3. Are you a confidence builder or confidence cutter for your teammates? 

 

4. Is your confidence based on preparation or boasting? 

 

 

 

CORE VALUE - RESPONSIBILITY 

 

Accountability  

PREGAME 

Athletes are to be accountable. Accountability is demonstrated by taking 

responsibility and action for whatever happens to you, and builds trust 

between teammates. An athlete becomes known for being reliable and 

someone people can count on when it comes to work that must be performed. 

Reliability is developed from daily work habits. Great teams have individual 

members who feel and act with collective responsibility. They win together 

and they lose together. There are no excuses because each teammate takes 

personal responsibility for his mistakes. These teams play to not let each other 

down. Success individually feels good, but success collectively feels great. By 

learning to depend on each other and to be dependable makes everyone better. 

These teams have players who place their personal signature and investment 

on everything the team does. There is an atmosphere of trust because 

promises are kept and people are seen as trustworthy. Great teammates must 

be able to depend on each other when it matters. Personal character and being 

accountable make trust possible. The greatest compliment on a team is that 

you can be counted on.  
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GAME TIME 

As an accountable athlete, I can choose to: 

 

Beginning Athlete:  

• Follow instructions 

• Concentrate on my work 

• Not give excuses – I will face problems head on 

• Not blame others – Look to myself first after a mistake 

• Understand that there are consequences for all my actions 

• Be part of a team where you can count on me to support you 

• Be on time, and look at being punctual as a sign of respect to my 

teammates 

 

Intermediate Athlete: 

• Have my actions say, “you can depend on me” 

• Take responsibility for the outcome 

• Be a problem solver 

• Know my assignments or ask for help 

• Be attentive to areas of potential improvement 

• Make good team decisions when I am away from the team 

• Take responsibility for academic progress and eligibility, and understand 

how it effects my teammates 

 

Advanced Athlete: 

• Fulfill the obligations I have to the team  

• Know and do what is expected of me and then some 

• Be accountable for my actions – and my actions can say to others, “watch 

me” 

• Make a voluntary commitment to the team and its principles 

• Be able to teach others what it means to be accountable 

 

POST GAME 

Questions and challenges for the athlete who wants to be ACCOUNTABLE: 

 

1. What obligations do you have to the team? 

 

2. Why do you trust certain people? 

 

3. How do you want your teammates to feel about you? 
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Discipline  

PREGAME 

Athletes have the responsibility to be disciplined. For a true athlete, 

discipline is not punishment but rather a positive statement about yourself that 

you can do what is best for your team. It is simply focused attention and 

effort. Being disciplined will result in more productive practices and 

purposeful teaching. More can and will be accomplished. Being a disciplined 

athlete brands you as reliable, trustworthy and “coachable.”  

One of the first things that identifies a disciplined athlete is a teachable 

spirit. They have learned to take correction as a compliment. Taking 

correction as a compliment demonstrates respect for yourself and team. An 

athlete who can take correction as a compliment says with his/her body 

language and words, “Thanks Coach for caring enough about me that you 

think I can improve.” Another example of discipline is when your athletes 

take the step from “having fun is being silly,” to “having fun is being good.” 

Having fun for a disciplined athlete means enjoying hard work, being part of 

something bigger than himself and making himself as prepared as possible. 

This quality gives your team an edge and sets it apart from teams that do not 

focus and work in practice. Most good coaches demand in direct proportion to 

how much they love their athletes and the game. 

 

Types of Discipline  

The discipline of… 

1. Sportsmanship (doing what is right at the moment of truth to not let the 

team down)  

2. Enthusiasm (love the game, love practice, bring it everyday and share it) 

3. Being energized (start your own engine)  

4. Respecting authority (in your words and actions regardless of the 

situation) 

5. Personal responsibility (I will make good choices when I am with the 

team or away from it) 

6. Being a competitor 

 

Competitive Discipline 

Confusing anger and temper with being competitive – wasted energy – 

disciplined players use their emotions in a positive way to focus and channel 

emotion to help their own performance as well as their team’s. 

 

GAME TIME 

The disciplined athlete chooses to:  

 

Beginning Athlete: 

• Go to practice 

• Arrive at practice motivated to work, listen and learn 

• Have a teachable spirit and taking correction as a compliment  
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• Look at the person who is speaking to me or correcting me 

• Listen to my coaches and teachers 

• Listen to my parents 

• Obey authority figures for the benefit of the team 

• Not use unacceptable language that could result in a penalty to my team 

or reflect disrespect toward myself or my family 

 

Intermediate Athlete: 

• Be a positive example of a great worker and listener  

• Learn and improve from my successes and mistakes 

• Be completely attentive, and understand that there never will be 

improvement without attentiveness 

• Treat every responsibility and role with equal importance 

• Put my heart into anything that helps the team 

• Turn away from opportunities to make wrong choices and not give in to 

peer pressure that would adversely impact myself or my team 

 

Advanced Athlete: 

• Set personal goals that involve discipline 

• Understand that in order to be successful individually, or for the team to 

be successful collectively, sacrifices of discipline must be made 

voluntarily – therefore, I embrace the discipline necessary 

• Be able to teach others what it means to be disciplined 

 

Examples: Disciplined teams do not get behavioral penalties that kill drives – 

referees notice disciplined teams – disciplined athletes enter practice focused 

– they do not get distracted from the task at hand. 

 

POST GAME 

Questions and challenges for the DISCIPLINED athlete: 

 

1. Do you know what disciplines come with being part of your team? 

 

2. Can you accept them? Can you embrace them? 

 

3. Do you enjoy the work necessary to be good? 

 

4. Can you place your attention and effort into a single focus? 
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5. Can you differentiate between anger, frustration and being competitive? 

 

6. Do your teammates and coaches consider you reliable, trustworthy and 

“coachable?”  

 

7. Can you use your discipline to control your actions, your mouth and to 

stay poised? 

 

Mental Toughness  

PREGAME 

Athletes have the responsibility to be mentally tough. A mentally tough 

player can recover quickly from mistakes and is less likely to repeat them. 

They choose to stay positive, enthusiastic and confident, no matter what. You 

cannot break their spirit. They not only recover quickly from their own 

mistakes, but they also help others recover quickly. A mentally tough athlete 

understands mistakes are an essential part of the learning and improving 

process. Risking failure is essential to improvement. They keep their eyes set 

on the next goal, next pitch, next shot or next play.  

 

“In the realm of ideas, everything depends on enthusiasm; in the real world, 

all rests on perseverance.” 

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 

 

Endurance is required to achieve almost anything worthwhile. Success is 

a marathon, not a sprint. The people who succeed are normally the ones who 

have learned not to give up easily. Setbacks and failures are part of the 

learning process, and mistakes are the lifeblood of learning and improvement. 

People who are so afraid of failure that they do not attempt anything of 

significance are sentenced to a life of little value.  

Endurance requires mental toughness. These people have a spirit that 

cannot be broken. They get knocked down eight times and they get up nine.  

 

Endurance is different to everyone: 

 

• To the distance runner it may mean going another 3 miles when no one is 

watching 

• To the teacher, it may mean not giving up on a student who is struggling 

to learn 

• To the athlete or student it may mean asking for help a second, third or 

fourth time 

• For the parent, it may mean never giving up because the whole family is 

depending on you  

• For the person just learning a new game, it may mean having to attempt 

new skills hundreds of times before they develop enough skill to compete 
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5. Can you differentiate between anger, frustration and being competitive? 

 

6. Do your teammates and coaches consider you reliable, trustworthy and 

“coachable?”  

 

7. Can you use your discipline to control your actions, your mouth and to 

stay poised? 
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PREGAME 
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4. Do you know anyone who, if he makes a mistake, is useless for the rest of 

the game? 

 

5. Do you want to be known as mentally tough? 

 

 

 

CORE VALUE – INTEGRITY 

 

Integrity 

PREGAME 

An athlete of character understands and models integrity. 

 

“Truth has no special time of its own. Its hour is now – always.” Albert 

Schweitzer 

 

Integrity is a choice of behaviors displayed in small daily decisions. 

Athletes have actions that follow their words and beliefs. Their core 

covenants and behavior align. Their yes means yes and no means no. Athletes 

of integrity say what they mean and follow that exact path. Their word is 

good, their handshake confirms the deal and their signature is worth 

something. They are worthy of respect. The first step to building a successful 

team is surrounding yourself with people of integrity. 

Integrity is a simple concept. For the person of integrity life may not be 

any easier, but it is simpler. It is not always easy to do what is ethically 

correct, but it is simple to know which path is most ethical and then exercise 

that option.  

 

Integrity is Truth: 

If you as an individual or as a team compromise your integrity by doing 

something you honestly know is wrong in order to reach some goal you 

believe is important, one of two things usually happens. Either you will reach 

the goal and realize it is not worth what you had to compromise, or you will 

end up with neither the goal, nor your integrity. What have we accomplished 

if we reach the prize, but lose our integrity in the process? If you have to cheat 

to win, do you really win? Those who choose to cheat, seek to undermine the 

basic foundation of any contest that all participants play under identical rules.  
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Being a person with endurance may inspire others, make them challenge 

themselves and defeat their own self-doubt. They will not only believe in you 

but also in your cause.  

 

GAME TIME 

As a mentally tough athlete, I can choose to: 

 

Beginning Athlete: 

• Always think “I can,” and keep trying 

• Not allow others to get me discouraged, or stay discouraged 

• Be a source of positive energy for others – I will help teammates recover 

from mistakes 

 

Intermediate Athlete: 

• Keep going because I don’t want to let myself or my teammates down 

• Keep going because I want my team and my coach to know that they can 

count on me 

• Always be able to quickly start over with the same enthusiasm 

• Expect the best and look for the good in people and situations 

• Be determined and remain competitive 

• Understand that there are going to be difficult times during any season or 

when I am part of a diverse group of people 

 

Advanced Athlete: 

• Never give in to discouragement 

• Never be afraid of failing 

• Stay positive, enthusiastic and confident, no matter what 

• Be able to teach others what it means to be mentally tough 

 

POST GAME 

Questions and challenges for the athlete that wants to be MENTALLY 

TOUGH: 

 

1. Do you have the inner strength to control emotional responses and 

concentrate on what has to be done to give our team the best chance in a 

pressure situation? 

 

2. Are you strong enough to use emotion and energy to make yourself 

tougher? 

 

3. When you make an error, how long does it stay with you? 
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GAME TIME 

As an athlete of integrity, I can choose to: 

 

Beginning Athlete: 

• Tell the truth 

• Admit when I am wrong 

 

Intermediate Athlete: 

• Always say what I mean 

• Ask myself – What is the right thing to do? 

• Not compromise what is right 

• Make the right decision and stay with it 

• Be thoughtful about what I promise and then keep my word 

• Make team and personal decisions based on principles and values of 

character rather than circumstances 

• Not confuse what is right with what is expedient or advantageous 

• Choose my friends carefully 

 

Advanced Athlete: 

• Use the same ethical, “team-first” standards of whether the decision is 

easy or difficult – will rely on my principles to make all decisions no 

matter how big or small 

• Keep my conscience clear – will listen to the strong inner voices in my 

life 

• Never compromise my values 

• Be able to teach others what it means to have integrity 

 

Examples of Integrity: 

Athletes, before you sign any drug or alcohol pledge, please ask yourself, 

“What is my signature worth?” A person who lacks integrity, says and signs 

what is required and then does what they want. Teams made up of athletes 

without integrity have a tendency to self-destruct. 

In a recent golf tournament, I overheard a commentary by television 

announcers about Tiger Woods. He had driven his ball in the fairway and it 

had come to rest in a divot. It was going to take what normally would have 

been an easy second shot and turn it into a much more difficult one out of a 

bad lie. One announcer said, “If Tiger would just slightly exaggerate his 

stance, his left foot would be on a sprinkler head and he could take advantage 

of the rule that would allow him to drop the ball to a different and improved 

location on the fairway.” The second announcer simply replied, “Tiger has 

way too much integrity to do that.” What a tremendous compliment about an 

athlete. What was said in those few words was that his beliefs are so strong 

about himself and his game that he predictably would not even consider 
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gaining an advantage by stretching the rules. Athletes of integrity are the best 

representatives of their sport, their families and our society.  

On a recent visit to speak at West Point, a cadet who plays for the lacrosse 

team was recognized for a choice he made during a game. While playing 

goalie, the official ruled that a shot on goal did not cross the line. The cadet 

who had clearly seen the ball cross the line, called the official over and said 

that the goal should have counted. The appreciative official signaled the goal 

and the game continued. Integrity is a simple concept that never changes. 

  

POST GAME 

Questions and challenges for the person who wants to be an athlete of 

INTEGRITY: 

 

1. What do you stand for as an athlete – a person? 

 

2. How do you deal with a teammate who has violated the core covenants? 

 

3. What will you compromise, what will you never compromise? 

 

4. Who is the person you know with the most integrity? 

 

5. When was the last place your integrity was tested? 

 

6. Are you truthful with yourself? What would you do… 

 

• If the coach asked you to exchange places with a teammate who is a poor 

free-throw shooter? 

• If you knew that the foul that was just called was your 5
th

 and the 

scorebook had you with 4? Is it your responsibility or the official’s or 

score keeper’s to make that call? 

• If you saw the ball land inbounds and the official called it out? 

• If you were asked to fake an injury to stop the clock when you need a 

timeout? 

• If you had the opportunity to cheat on an academic test when others were 

cheating? 

• If you were playing in golf tournament and while addressing the ball, you 

accidentally touched the ground with your club in the sand trap and no 

one saw but you? (The rules call for a one stroke penalty.) 

• If while playing in a tennis tournament, you were asked to call all the 

lines on your side and accept the calls of your opponent. If you were sure 

that your opponent was calling lines in their favor, would you continue to 

call lines correctly or would you even it up by calling them in your favor 

also? 
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7. Does the “stage” or circumstance change or determine your response to 

doing the right thing? Would you make a tough call against yourself if… 

 

• It wouldn’t change the outcome of the game – if you were already assured 

of the win?  

• The game was in doubt? 

• It might affect the outcome, but was a game where you had already 

clinched a position in the playoffs? 

• It determined your playoff chances? 

• It were the state championship? 

• You were by yourself? Or if you were playing in front of a crowd? 

 

“Integrity is telling myself the truth, and honesty is telling the truth to other 

people.” 

Spencer Johnson 

 

“Truth is always the strongest argument.” 

Sophocles 

 

 

 

CORE VALUE – SERVANT LEADERSHIP 

 

Team-First Attitude  

PREGAME 

An athlete of character understands and can demonstrate a “team-first 

attitude.” Athletes in leadership positions understand and can model servant 

leadership. These athletes always put the needs of the team ahead of their 

own. Being part of a team involves an intentional step from independence (me 

first) to interdependence (we first). One of the best examples of being a “we-

first” teammate is when a player accepts a role on a team. Choosing to play a 

game where there are multiple roles necessary for team success is a test of 

character, commitment and leadership. A “team-first” attitude allows people 

to accept roles that make others better. Great teams have individuals who each 

make their own unique contribution to the group’s success. At least one player 

needs to have the skills to perform each of the duties necessary for the team to 

collectively function. For example, each basketball team must have passers; 

every volleyball team must have a setter, etc. 

Although some roles appear to have more importance than others, in 

reality it is the combination of skills (roles) that allow a team to reach its 

ultimate potential. Roles give players an identity. Having a group of people 

who understand and consent to filling all the roles begins the process of 

building a “team identity.” 
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Roles either can be a force that binds the team together or create jealousy 

between the individual parts. Roles either can be seen as “limiting” or 

“contributing” depending on the view of each participant. The “team-first” 

player accepts and embraces a role that will make others and the team better, 

and sees each role as having the same value within the team. Although players 

may continue to work to expand the role they play on the team, they do not 

look at roles with a jealous eye. The more each servant leader embraces his 

role, the more personal glory is spread to all members of the team.  

Team confidence is derived from effectively performing a role within a 

team that will allow a player to invest more energy and bring more positive 

power to the group. A team of “we-first” leaders who have the self-confidence 

and discipline to have unselfishly embraced their roles and serve others first, 

always will be much stronger than a group of talented individuals.  

 

“A champion team will beat a team of champions.” 

Unknown 

 

GAME TIME 

As a teammate, I can choose to: 

 

Beginning Athlete: 

• Be part of the team 

• Not complain when I do not get my way 

• Know things are not always going to be or need to be “fair” from my 

point of view 

• Make teammates feel important 

• Welcome new people to the team 

• Help others recover after mistakes 

• Understand that this team is bigger than me and I am one important part 

of it 

 

Intermediate Athlete: 

• Always contribute to the success of the whole team 

• Accept a role that helps the team 

• Play my designated role on the team with passion 

• Always speak supportively of teammates and coaches 

• Take a personal interest and demonstrate appreciation toward everyone on 

the team 

• Do more than my share 

• See things from the perspective of the group 

• Work for others without any expectations of anything in return 

• Play any role I am asked to play, to the best of my ability 

• Never use my talent selectively 

• Share my enthusiasm and love of the game with the team 
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• Give credit to everyone who has helped me along the way 

• Be part of something bigger than myself 

 

Advanced Athlete: 

• Always see things from the perspective of the team 

• Commit to the covenants of the team 

• Be able to teach others and model what it means to be a team-first athlete 

 

POST GAME 

Questions and challenges for the athlete who wants to be a TEAM-FIRST 

player? 

 

1. Does your team have any traditions of teamwork? 

 

2. Do you ever use your ability selectively? 

  

Leadership 

PREGAME 

The best team leaders are the first to serve, putting others before 

themselves. Servant leaders are the ones who are the first to volunteer to help, 

never too proud to do work, even the difficult or unpopular jobs, in order for 

the team to succeed. Those jobs are often done without anyone knowing 

because there is no complaining or comparing. Servant leaders are reliably 

and consistently servants for the others.  

 

“It is true that you can succeed best and quickest by helping others succeed.” 

Napoleon Hill 

 

Team leaders have enough self-confidence that they are unafraid of being 

first, potential failure and looking silly. Confident leaders are not afraid to 

hustle to listen, to encourage and be enthusiastic. They are not threatened by 

success of others and are the first to take responsibility for mistakes. A sincere 

and self-confident, “my fault,” brings others together. 

Servant leaders embrace self-discipline as being a part of a successful 

team and avoid immature and unhealthy situations. They work just as hard 

whether or not they are being watched or measured. 

Selflessness is exemplified in all aspects of a leader’s life. His ego and 

individual goals do not get in the way of the larger picture of team goals. He 

understands that personal recognition is not the path toward team success and 

understands that the most recognition always should go to the team. 

 

“To lead people, walk behind them.” 

Lao Tzu 
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The team leader is a positive role model for others by actions and words. 

His effort is never questioned, his positive enthusiasm is never hidden and his 

sportsmanship demonstrates respect to teammates, opponents and to the spirit 

of the game.  

On great teams, the leaders are people of integrity. They can be counted 

on in every situation to do what is right rather than what is expedient. Leaders 

with personal character provide a model and foundation of trust, honor and 

integrity for their followers. They know themselves and what they stand for 

and by being consistent in word and deed. 

 

GAME TIME 

As an athlete who wants to be a leader, I can choose to: 

 

Beginning Athlete: 

• Enjoy the successes of my teammates 

• Be willing to let others go first, take more turns or get more attention 

• Listen fully as well as speak  

• Respect others opinions 

• Not take advantage of other people 

• Look for the good in others 

• Always put the team above me 

• Always build up others without looking for personal recognition 

 

Intermediate Athlete: 

• Be demanding of myself and positive with my teammates 

• Expect the same of myself as I expect of others 

• Encourage others when things are difficult 

• Put myself in my teammates’ shoes 

• Give to the team more than I receive from the team 

• Trust those around me who have demonstrated they have integrity and 

character 

• Be loyal  

• Value teammates more than myself 

• Value relationships more than winning 

• Focus on meeting the needs of others first in order to solve conflict 

• Take the first action to be a peacemaker – problem solver – fence mender 

• Stand alone if it means doing what is right 

• Help teammates make good character decisions 

• Confront selfishness 
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• Be willing to let others go first, take more turns or get more attention 

• Listen fully as well as speak  

• Respect others opinions 

• Not take advantage of other people 

• Look for the good in others 

• Always put the team above me 

• Always build up others without looking for personal recognition 

 

Intermediate Athlete: 

• Be demanding of myself and positive with my teammates 

• Expect the same of myself as I expect of others 

• Encourage others when things are difficult 

• Put myself in my teammates’ shoes 

• Give to the team more than I receive from the team 
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Advanced Athlete: 

• Always serve my team 

• Trust my training 

• Honor my team and family 

• Speak out for things that are right, just and pure 

• Be able to teach others and model what it means to be a servant leader 

 

POST GAME 

Questions and challenges for the athlete that wants to be a LEADER: 

 

1. Can you lead in a way that always makes the team better? 

 

2. Can you put others’ needs ahead of your own? 

 

3. Can you demand more from yourself than anyone else? 

 

4. Are you willing to be an example of what you want the team to stand for?  

 

5. Are you afraid or ashamed to listen, hustle, work, encourage, try and fail? 

 

6. Are you willing to make all your decisions based upon “what does the 

team need from me?” 

 

 

 

CORE VALUE - SPORTSMANSHIP 

 

Sportsmanship 

PREGAME 

An athlete of character understands and can model sportsmanship. 

Sportsmanship is a concrete measure of your understanding of and 

commitment to fair play, ethical behavior and integrity – spirit of benevolence 

and genuine consideration for others. 

Sportsmanship is not a passive activity of acceptance. Rather, it is a 

positive reaffirmation of the fact that an athlete is disciplined enough to have 

perspective, maintain poise and do what is best for his or her teammates. 

Being able to make the correct behavioral choice at the “moment of truth” is a 

responsibility that comes with choosing to be part of a team. Character is 

often best revealed in pressure-packed situations. 

Sportsmanship is a choice. 
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GAME TIME 

As an athlete with sportsmanship, I can choose to: 

 

Beginning Athlete: 

• Respect my opponents 

• Respect those in authority 

 

Intermediate Athlete: 

• Respect the rules and spirit of the game 

• Do what is right regardless of the situation or what others may be doing 

 

Advanced Athlete: 

• Be able to teach others what it means to have good sportsmanship 

 

“People of character do not allow the environment to dictate their style.” 

Jean Paul Richter 

 

There always will be those who ignore and violate rules established for 

fair play if it provides any advantage on the scoreboard, just as there will be 

people who confuse gamesmanship and sportsmanship. Sportsmanship is 

about honorable and fair competition, while gamesmanship is entirely about 

outcome. For these people, winning by deceit or by circumventing the rules is 

just as good as winning by outpreparing and outperforming your opponent.  

The spirit of the game is an ever-present attitude of respect for another 

athlete’s ability to compete at his/her potential. It is an appreciation for the 

opportunity to participate within the guidelines of the sport. Spirit of the game 

is the embodiment of honor between all competitors that should be present in 

sport.  

 

GAME TIME 

I can choose to be an athlete who models sportsmanship by: 

 

Beginning Athlete: 

• Refusing to cheer or jeer an opponent’s failure 

• Helping up a fallen opponent 

• Patting an opponent on the back in a gesture of “nice play” or “way to go” 

• Courteously handing the ball or getting the ball for the official 

 

Intermediate Athlete: 

• Accepting results gracefully and acting fairly and courteously toward 

opponents and officials at all times 

• Always reacting in a way that benefits my team 

• Reacting correctly, regardless of the situation or what others may be 

doing 
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Advanced Athlete: 

• Be a model for others on what it means to be sportsmanlike 

 

POST GAME 

Questions for the sportsmanlike athlete: 

 

Is it ever OK to…. 

• Yell and wave your arms during a free throw? 

• Boo an official’s decision? 

• Display temper with a coach or official’s decisions? 

• Make comments or yell to antagonize opponents? 

• Make comments that distract or upset opponents? Encourage fans to do 

the same? 

• Refuse to shake hands? 

• Use profanity when you are upset? 

• Be suckered into a physical or verbal conflict? 

 

Questions and challenges for the athlete with SPORTSMANSHIP: 

 

1. Does your team or school have any traditions of sportsmanship? 

 

2. Here are two recent comments from a nationally televised sports show. 

Do you believe this is true? 

“If you aren’t cheating, you are trying hard enough.”  

“It is only cheating if you get caught.” 

 

3. Which is more important to you, the rules or the spirit of the game?  

 

4. Which is more important, what is legal or what is right? 

 

5. Do you know the difference between gamesmanship or sportsmanship? 

 

6. Is it worth it to want to win so badly that you are willing to engage in 

disrespectful or dishonest behavior? 

 

7. Are the rules of the game something to be used if they give you an 

advantage and are otherwise ignored? 

 

8. Are referees only present so competitors can push the limit of the rules? 

 

9. What are you willing to sacrifice to win?   
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Ethics in sport are no different than ethics in life. Without sportsmanship, 

winning a game is meaningless. Victories without subscribing to ethical 

standards are shallow and without lasting value. There is no true victory 

without honoring the rules and the spirit of the game. 

 

Poise  

PREGAME 

An athlete of character understands and models poise. Poise is simply 

maintaining self-control in all circumstances. It is refusing to be drawn into 

taunting or rough play. It is reacting to difficult situations in a way that 

doesn’t penalize your team and also helps your performance. How do you 

respond when things don’t go well? Be an athlete who can remain at ease in 

any situation and is much more capable of consistent performance. Great 

competitors do not let anyone get to them. Be a teammate who offers 

encouragement when things go bad and avoid showing disgust that can 

discourage your team. It is a truism in sports that the team that loses its poise, 

will probably lose.  

 

 

 

GAME TIME 

As a poised athlete, I can choose to: 

 

Beginning Athlete: 

• Be someone who offers encouragement when things are bad 

• Be slow to lose my temper 

• Always think before I take any action that impacts me or the team 

• Walk away from situations that could be negative for my team 

 

Intermediate Athlete: 

• Avoid showing disgust 

• Be unflappable and unflustered 

• Understand and accept the behavioral expectations of the team and stay 

within them 

• Control my emotions in a way that is helpful to my performance and to 

the team’s performance – great competitors do not let anyone get to them 

• Respond with class to bad calls 

• Not respond to rough play or taunting by retaliating 

• See my anger as a sign of personal weakness 

• Reject violence as a potential solution to any problem 

• Win or lose with dignity and class 
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Advanced Athlete: 

• Never allow my emotions to overrule my brain or behavior 

• Be able to teach and model to others what it means to have poise 

 

POST GAME 

Questions and challenges for the athlete who wants to be POISED: 

 

1. How do you keep your composure when things are not going well or 

when people not in your control behave poorly? 

 

2. Have you planned how you are going to act in tough situations and with 

judgment calls that go against you? Imagine the worst scenario – how will 

you respond? 

 

3. Which teammate, coach or person do you look to in tough times as an 

example of poise?  

 

4. What examples do your teammates see when they look at you? 

 

5. What does your team need from me when things get tough? 
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